Introduction
The aim of this study is stating some theorems concerning representations of natural numbers as sums of two squares, The study concludes with the derivation of the formula for function r , well known in the theory of numbers. Ve can obtain these theorems easy if we apply the arithmetic of complex integers. But we do not use this arithmetic here.
Let I -the set of integers, N -the set of natural numbers, i0 a Hu {o}.
Definition. A representation of number n t N as a sum of two squares is a pair (a,b) t N * NQ such that Ve denote for n e Ni aa a |(atb) e N * Nqi a 2 + b 2 = n j -the set of all representations of number n. The family |an! n e nJ Is a partition of N x NQ.
Ve define the funotion r as follows r(n) « flTQ -367 -i.e. as the number of representations of n as a sum of two squares.
Remark. This definition differs from the one given in [1] , where all pairs (n,b) e I * I are considered. Treating pairs of numbers as points on the plane, the restriction to pairs of N * N q is the restriction to one quarter of the planes ($P-the polar coordinate). N q also theree other points» With each (a,b) t N x (-b,a), (-a,-b) , (b,-a) belonging to other quarters are representations of n. Thus the introduced restriction gives in effect omitting superfluous and constant factor 4 in the formula for function r . This simplification has one more virtues in this way the function n. becomes multiplicative (see [2J).
Multiplying of representations
In the following considerations we shall apply the geometric interpretation of representations. A pair from N * N q can be considered as a point or vector with integer coordinates on the Cartesian plane. This operation can be also written as follows Hence we obtain the formula (4) |v * w| = |v|-|w|.
Conclusion.
If tT e and "w e a_ then ___ n m v x w e a . nm 2. Preliminary theorems Theorem 1. For n e N r(2n) = r(n). 
The coordinates of w" are integers, thus there exist i,j e I such that
and thus it follows that n| m(at)-ab). But n,m are relatively prime, so we get nl(ab-dtb). In a similar way we obtain n(jd+ic) = d(jn) + c(in) = m(aa'+ blj} hence n | (aa+bb ). This implies that there exist k,l « I such that ab' -a'b = kn, aa' + bb = In.
Thus we obtain
and k 2 + l 2 = 1.
Since In = aa+bb' >0 we infer that 1 = 1, k = 0. Prom ab-ab = 0 we get immediately a = a and b = b, i.e. v' = v. Now it follows that 0( = 0, w" = w, (w,^) « -£(w",w') = = £ but -< so we have (w,«?) = 0 and w'= w.
Theorems on representations
We shall call a representation (a,b) relatively prime if a,b are relatively prime. For an arbitrary, n e N, n >1, an element x of the ring of residues (Z n ; © ,©, ©) will be cabled a root of -1 if x 2 = ©1 (i.e. x 2 ©! =0) in Z .
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Remark 1. If + q = v > 1 and p is relatively prime to v t then also q is relatively prime to v and the representation (p,q) is relatively prime. Remark 2. If (p,q) is a relatively prime representation of number n >1, then p,q e Z Q are inversible and p~l0q is a root of -1 (because p 2 © q 2 s 0 and (P~1©q) 2 = p" 2 Oq 2 = p~2©(©p 2 ) = ©1). Thus with every relatively prime representation (p,q) of number n we may connect a root of -1: p~^©qeZ . n 7.'e will show that this mapping is one-to-one.
-371 -Lemma 1. Let (i,d), (k»l) "be relatively prime representations of number n > 1. If (i,j) / (lc, 1) then i" 1 ©3 + k~1© 1. Proof,.
The elements i,j,k,ieZ Q are inverslble. Let Jk ^ il (if not, we exchange the denotation of pairs). Assuming that = k -' 1 ©!, i.e. j © k = i©l, we get V ;jk = il + tn, and n(2ilt + nt
-2ilt < k < n, hence t «= 1 and t = O t so jfc = il. We notice that
Hence i = k and j = 1. Lemma 2. Every number of the form p , where k 6 N and p -prime of the form 41+1, has at least two relatively prime representations.
Proof ("by induction on k). Prom Permat's theorem we know that p oan "be expressed as a sua of two squares p = i 2 + j 2 , so (i,o). (dtD are two (i ^ d) relatively prime representations of p.
If
Let (s,t) be a relatively prime representation of p and let s'= s mod p, t'= t mod p (s',t'eZp). We have
-372 - We notice that £"
is a representation of p , so according to (1) (A,B) equals either (si+tj', sj-ti') or (ti-sj', si+tj'). We observe that (si'+tj>od p = s'e i' © t © j' = si'des^t'r 1^) s 2 s' 1 4 0, k+'t hence (sl!+t;J') is relatively prime to p . So the representation (A,B) is relatively prime. The pairs (A t B) and (B.A) are k+1 two relatively prime representations of number p . Lemma 3. Let v,w >1. If (s t t) is a relatively prime representation of v, (p,q) is a relatively prime representation of w and v,w are relatively prime, then the representation (s f t) * (p,q) of number vw is relatively prime.
Proof. First we will show that sp+tq is relatively prime to v. Let us oonsider the ring Z v and let p' = p mod v, q' a q mod v. Then we have Hence p'© s tq' is inversible and also sp' ® tq' = s(p'© s tq') is inversible, i.e. relatively prime to v. So sp+tq is also relatively prime to v. Exchanging the roles of v and w we see that sp+tq is relatively prime to w as well. Hence sp+tq is relatively prime to vw. The number sp+tq is one of two elements of the representation (s,t) x (p,q) of the number vw. By virtue of Remark 1 this representation is relatively prime.
Lemma 4. Let m > 1 be a number having a relatively prime representation. The mapping defined for relatively prime representations of m as follows
is a one-to-one function onto the set Z = {x e a? = el}. P r o o f. By virtue of Lemma 1 this function is one-to--one.
Let (p,q) be a relatively prime representation of m. 2 2 If a prime of the form r = 41+3 were a divisor of m = p + q , then it would not be a divisor of p nor q, but in this case it would be a sum of two squares, which is a contradiction. If p,q are both odd, then m mod 4=2, if one of them is even and the other odd, then m mod 4=1, so 4 does not divide m. We conclude that m is of the form
where k e N Q ; e = 0,1; p^, P 2 »*»»»Pj c -primes of the form 41+1; oc -j t ct 2* ,a k 6 show fcy induction on k that every number of this form has at least 2^ relatively prime representations. The number nm is of the form 2 p^ ...p^ , because it has a relatively prime representation. Hence m t as its divisor, is also of this form, and in consequence it has relatively prime representations. Remark. The proofs of all existence theorems stated here are effective. So for an arbitrary number, when we have the representations of its prime factors, we can find by methods given here all its representations (or only relatively prime ones).
